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Abstract— Todays each and every person needs and large 

requirements of smart phones. the scope of smart phones 

increase in different areas of the mobile world. Now days the 

very fast and rapid growth of smart phones in different area 

and these android phone security threads are working upon 

infrastructure and securing which supports distributed 

services and other online interfaces. In these paper we are 

discuss about protected android application on android 

phones the objective of these system is which can secure 

customers android devices. these huge amount of data and 

information security methodology of smart phone is a like 

quite novel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The human has treating a mobile phone like a best friend a 

smart phones are proving various features like watching 

movies to take a different pictures ,listening the songs, using 

internet connections for different uses and purpose in our 

daily life to make secure bank transaction ,using social media, 

calling and sharing of data files, information, documents. 

 The android phone users keep large amount of 

professional and personal information and data in his mobile 

phone. The smart phone device is very important device to 

carried out personal and professional data securely. Like pin 

codes ,account no, policy no, and other private data  

 The android is open source linux based software in 

recently years the android application are face a wide variety 

of internal and external security threads. these android system 

face security issues like personal data hacking, to loss large 

no of business data and information ,and to hacks bank details 

of multiple users. these problem to providing security to 

android application is much important the android system is 

design and developed with multiple layers of security that is 

flexible to support an open platform to protecting all users of  

the platform. 

 The tablets, laptops and personal phones area 

actually a type of minicomputer therefore the smart phones 

users are very carefull about his smart device and installed 

simple application to providing passwords, locks and other 

security tools to safe his data.  

II. OBJECTIVES 

To determine the study of providing strong security to android 

phone. 

 No detected framework hooking 

 Authentication 

 Detecting root access 

 Data integrity 

 To enable device lock 

 Confidentiality 

 Outdated  OS device 

 Authorization 

 Enable network connection 

 Nonrepudiation 

 No detects the debugger 

III. BACKGROUND ABOUT ANDROID OS 

The android is mobile operating system based on linux 

kernal. and these is developed by google.its open source .the 

operating system states it’s the system software that manages 

all computer hardwares also software resources and proving 

common services for computer programs .the operating 

system it’s the interface between computer hardware and end 

user to provide different facitity and features to end 

users.there are different types of operating systen  

 The andriod is most popular and widely using the 

operating system mainly In smart phones.  

 Its an operating system which runs on mobile 

computing devices like tablets ,and smart phones its 

originated in 2005.appication for android are develop using 

java programming 

IV. EXISTING APPLICATION FOR SECURITY 

In google play store there are multiple applications of android 

phones which provide password protection and security of 

video and images each and every app in google play store has 

pros and cons of its own following are most frequently and 

important android security apps 

A. Root access detected  

The root access detect it’s the process of allowing users 

tablets , smartphones and other devices running the android 

mobile operating system. 

B. Authentication 

It’s the process or action to verifying the identity of users or 

process.it means to proving something to be valid. 

C. Data Integrity 

The data integrity means maintenance, assurance, data 

accuracy and consistency over its entired life cycle and to 

design, implementation, and usage of any system for storing, 

processing and retrieving the data.   

D. Non repudiation  

The nonrepudiation process means the term is often seen in 

legal setting when authenticity of signature is being 

challenged. 

E. Enable network connection 

The enable network connection means disabling and re-

enabling network connection its done through network panel 
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V. EXISTING METHODS 

The android activity life cycle it’s the process to transition of 

the different phases .the android activity life cycle provides 

number of callbacks for changing one state to other state step 

by step. That the system is stopping, creating, resuming or 

destroying the activity in these cycle. 

A. Life Cycle Methods and Callbacks 

1) oncreate() 

2) onstart() 

3) onresume() 

4) onpause() 

5) onstop() 

6) onrestart() 

7) ondestroy() 

 It’s the different types of android activity and 

callbacks these program start from a main () function in 

different programming language .there are stepwise sequence 

of that activity to transist one by one .in these process firstly 

activity is created then next the activity becomes visible to the 

user .in resume method the activity is foreground and user is 

interact .in stop method activity is completely hidden and not 

visible to the user. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

In these paper we learn the basic parameters and we find out 

how many percent data are secure in android device we are 

represents in following figure 

 

 
Fig. 2: Check how many percent secure our android device. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

1) the main objectives of these project its to develop the 

more secure application .without any problems  

2) to analyzed  various encryption algorithms 
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3) there is need to safe and secure app interaction which can 

safeguard and personal chats. 

4) to increase the usage of android device in wearable. 

5) to providing voice chat and increase the effectiveness of 

the application 

6) to extending web support 

7) to create and develop the database and maintaining users. 

8) to providing authorization services. 
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